The design of reliable station-keeping systems for permanent floating structures such as offshore renewable energy devices is vital to their lifelong integrity. In highly dynamic and/or deep-water applications, including hydrodynamics and structural dynamics in the mooring analysis is paramount for the accurate prediction of the loading on the lines and hence their dimensioning. This article presents a new workflow based on EDF R&D's open-source, finite-element analysis tool Code_Aster, enabling the dynamic analysis of catenary mooring systems, with application to a floating wind turbine concept. The University of Maine DeepCwind-OC4 basin test campaign is used for validation, showing that Code_Aster can satisfactorily predict the fairlead tensions in both regular and irregular waves. In the latter case, all of the three main spectral components of tension observed in the experiments are found numerically. Also, the dynamic line tension is systematically compared with that provided by the classic quasi-static approach, thereby confirming its limitations. Robust dynamic simulation of catenary moorings is shown to be possible using this generalist finite-element software, provided that the inputs be organised consistently with the physics of offshore hydromechanics.
Introduction
Floating wind turbine (FWT) technology permits to access deep-water offshore wind resources up to depths of a few hundred metres. Whilst it has already been demonstrated at the MW scale through a handful of prototypes, its industrialisation is just beginning. Considerable challenges lie ahead due to the limited experience available in coupling a wind turbine generator to a floating structure. Producing cost-effective, integrated FWT designs will likely require a profound revision of engineering practices and quite possibly the adoption of radically innovative solutions before standardisation.
Mooring system
The station keeping of a FWT is achieved by transferring the mean horizontal loads, dominated by wind thrust, to the seabed. The mooring system, defined as the ensemble of components involved in the load path from the fairleads to the soil, must be designed to resist cyclical and extreme loads with adequate safety and, if required, redundancy. For a general introduction to offshore mooring systems and their functions, design, and certification, the reader may refer to Chakrabarti (2005) .
Offshore mooring systems commonly use the catenary principle ( Fig. 1a) to produce horizontal restoring forces, exploiting the gravitational potential of heavy suspended lines. On the contrary, the restoring power of taut mooring arrangements (Fig. 1b) relies primarily on their elasticity. In FWT applications, the choice of mooring solution is primarily linked to water depth and floater technology and deeply impacts system design, as well as marine operations and the risk structure of a project.
Whilst the MW-scale FWT prototypes installed to date (Hywind, WindFloat, and the units installed off Goto and Fukushima) employ slack chain moorings, semi-taut, taut or tensioned arrangements are also considered for upcoming floating wind applications (Castro-Santos et al., 2013) . Examples of taut mooring solutions using mainly fibre rope are found for instance within the early DCNS Sea Reed design and the IDEOL Floatgen demonstrator. In these cases nylon has been favoured over other fibres in order to insure sufficiently soft behaviour in very shallow water (30-40 m) , where conventional arrangements become too stiff. Other configurations tailored for mid-shallow waters have been studied, such as catenary with clump weights (e.g. Vertiwind concept) or the multi-node GustoMSC patented system (de Boom, 2011) . Turbine weathervaning by mooring design may eliminate the need for an active nacelle yawing system and/or attenuate loads on the floater; for this sake, single-point FWT mooring systems have been devised using a turret (e.g. Eolink and SAITEC concepts) or single anchor leg moorings. Finally, tensioned systems have been investigated in order to reduce stability demand on the floater, leading to the design of the SBM, Glosten PelaStar, and GICON tension-leg platform systems.
As imaginable, the properties of the mooring system define the dynamic response features of the whole system. Appropriately stiff or compliant behaviour in different degrees of freedom, as well as the avoidance of resonance, can be obtained by intervening on the mooring arrangement. The design of a floating wind farm mooring system that is low-maintenance, sufficiently reliable, and optimised for cost challenges the existing practices and holds large potential for improvement by R&D. Considering that a permanent floating structure's very survivability depends on the integrity of its moorings, a thorough understanding of their mechanical behaviour in the highly dynamic conditions found offshore is fundamental.
Numerical modelling of floating wind turbine moorings
In the floating offshore structure industry both frequency-and timedomain numerical tools are used for the estimate of platform and (mostly platform-driven) mooring response. The less computationally intensive frequency-domain methods treat wave-frequency and lowfrequency wave loads and responses separately, typically employing linear and quadratic wave force transfer functions (QTF) to define the excitation term of the platform's rigid-body EoM (equations of motion). This approach, valid when non-linearities other than those treated with QTF are modest, is commonly applied to conventional offshore structures, especially in early design stages and for large design load case (DLC) sets (notably fatigue).
In floating wind, the addition of wind and turbine-related excitation at its own range of frequencies as well as the non-linearities caused by the reduced size of structures calls for time-domain solvers at earlier design stages. In this case all physics can be treated at once in coupled fashion albeit at higher computational cost. Concerning the effect of the mooring system on platform motions, in frequency versus time-domain (dynamic mooring) model comparisons it is common to observe relative conservatism in frequency domain results, due to absence of mooring damping (cf. for example Stendal (2015) ). Conversely, mooring tensions may be underestimated by frequency-domain solvers as they typically miss line-bound inertial and hydrodynamic effects, as discussed below.
After half a century of offshore engineering experience, the role of dynamics in the mechanical behaviour of mooring systems is vastly documented. It is commonly accepted that the quasi-static representation of mooring lines becomes too inaccurate for the sake of engineering design when the motions of the structure are highly dynamic, when dragintensive components are used (for instance, a mooring chain), when water depth exceeds about 150 m, or with any combination of the above (Matha et al., 2011) . In such cases the inertial, hydrodynamic, and seabed contact loads can govern the extreme and cyclical tension regimes on the lines. Dynamic effects can dominate the tension variance especially in domains where high energy and high compliance coexist. This typically applies to conventional deep-water offshore platforms (Mavrakos et al., 1996) and to highly dynamic applications such as marine renewable energy installations (Johanning et al., 2007) . As a consequence, the current state-of-the-art time-domain software for the design and analysis of offshore mooring systems (e.g. OrcaFlex, aNySIM, Flexcom, FASTlink, 1 etc.) typically include dynamic simulation capabilities.
The above guidelines are readily transposed to the floating wind context and dictate the use of dynamic simulation tools, especially when focussing on the mechanical response of the mooring system. Past research (see for example Karimirad, 2013) has shown that the dynamic mooring effects tend to bear a limited impact on FWT motion, due to the economical limitations to the practicable water depth -presently a few hundred metres at the most. Yet even in these conditions the impact on platform motion may become observable in extreme sea states, as pointed out by Masciola et al. (2013) . Increasing the water depth rapidly augments the sensitivity of platform motion to the mooring dynamics, as reported by Matha et al. (2011) . For instance, a lumped-mass model is used by Lin (2015) to simulate the dynamics of a spar FWT with catenary chains, for increasing water depths (320, 600, and 900 m), confirming the growing importance of dynamic line tension in determining the global response. A different picture can be drawn for the dynamic effects on mooring line tension: among others, Coulling et al. (2013) and Masciola et al. (2013) demonstrate that the quasi-static tensions severely underestimate experimental measurements even at the limited depth of 200 m and for operational met-ocean conditions.
A recent review of the available dynamic mooring line theories is provided by Masciola et al. (2014) , distinguishing three main categories: lumped-mass, finite-difference, and finite-element. Literature shows that both the popular finite-element and lumped-mass theories can provide accurate tension predictions, although with more stringent resolution requirements by the latter approach (Lin, 2015; Masciola et al., 2014) .
The finite-element (FE) method has been chosen by numerous authors in the FWT modelling field. A study by Jeon et al. (2013) evaluates the response of a spar-type FWT using a catenary system, evidencing the extensional vibrations of the mooring lines. The dynamics of large multi-turbine platforms are analysed by Kallesoe et al. (2011) and by Kim et al. (2015) incorporating a FE moorings model. Finite bar-type elements are used in the coupled simulations of Cheng et al. (2015) to assess different VAWT arrangements, and by Bachynski et al. (2013) to determine the severity of transient, fault-related events on mooring tension. Coupled motion response and dynamic mooring tensions are obtained by Zhang et al. (2013) for a MW-sized HAWT on a small semi-submersible platform, also using the FE method. The global effect of the hydrodynamic damping forces exerted on the mooring lines is characterised in the work of Hall et al. (2011) for a spar FWT using a nonlinear bar model. A tension-leg system is also studied with the FE approach by Bae and Kim (2013) , allowing to bring out the effects of 2nd order sum-frequency wave excitation on structural response. The outputs of coupled simulation software using a range of different mooring theories are benchmarked in a report by Jonkman et al. (2010) .
A promising alternative for the representation of mooring dynamics is the multi-body formulation, as maintained by Borg et al. (2012) and Muskulus (2011) , which may enable a reduction of computational effort compared to FE resolutions. For example, Matha et al. (2011) use this modelling option to show the onset of hydrodynamic non-linearities in the behaviour of a FWT due to mooring dynamics.
Code_Aster
Code_Aster is EDF R&D's all-purpose open-source FE solver for the thermo-mechanical study of structures (EDF, 2014) . After over 20 years of development, this software offers in the order of 400 finite element typologies for the discretisation of solids and a broad range of solvers, all features which are thoroughly tested and validated. It enables the static, dynamic, and vibrational analysis of mechanically loaded structures as well as modal analysis.
The current study looks to employ the nonlinear capabilities of this software to represent the dynamic behaviour of floating wind turbine mooring lines, which are intrinsically characterised by nonlinear kinematics due to the presence of large displacements and intermittent seabed contact. The features peculiar of mooring system modelling which are not readily available in the classic Code_Aster workflow have been implemented by manually augmenting the command file with the necessary scripts, and by developing practical methodologies based on appropriate sequences of simulations.
Although Code_Aster is written in French language, the interested anglophone reader can acquire a grip on this software by consulting specialised wiki pages which provide examples and tutorials (see for instance CAELinux, 2015) . Two related manuscripts have also been recently published which are rich in hands-on examples (Thakore, 2014a, b) .
The version of the software employed for this study is 12.2.10 (development release).
DeepCwind-OC4 experimental campaign
An experimental campaign led by the University of Maine was conducted at MARIN's wind and wave basin with the aim of calibrating and validating a coupled FWT dynamic simulator based on NREL's FAST. Its outcomes are documented by published work by Masciola et al. (2013) and Coulling et al. (2013) , where the outputs of different numerical implementations are compared to the measurements. Other authors have recently utilised this campaign for validation, using both the FE (Koo et al., 2014) and lumped-mass (Hall and Goupee, 2015) simulation approaches.
The object of this campaign is a 1=50 th -scale model of the DeepCwind-OC4 FWT (Fig. 2) , which consists in a scaled NREL 5 MW aerogenerator mounted on a three-column semi-submersible platform, operating at an equivalent water depth of 200 m. Included in the physical model is a downscaled mooring system, realised with a brass chain, which closely resembles the full-scale three-leg arrangement specified in Robertson et al. (2014) . Load cells mounted at the fairleads provide the mooring tension signal. The experiments carried out at the MARIN facility include free-decay, pull-out, wind-only, wave-only, and coupled wind-wave tests; the numerical model benchmarks clearly exhibit the limitations of the quasi-static mooring model when it comes to assessing the dynamic tension ranges.
Selected validation data
A subset of the experiments introduced in 1.4 is here used to validate the presented dynamic simulator. Published mooring tensions in Coulling et al. (2013) only treat purely hydrodynamic load cases, with turbine parked and no wind. For the sake of progressive model validation, the same environmental conditions are applied in this work as a first step; full environments including wind and turbine operational loads will be part of future work, with verification possibly starting from a benchmark versus comparable tools such as NREL FAST v8 (using MoorDyn) and validation from the comparison with further experimental outputs presented in Goupee et al. (2014) .
Methodology
The finite-element method enables the spatial discretisation of a continuum, reducing the degrees of freedom (DoF) of a solid to a finite set which can be treated numerically. A corresponding set of equations written with respect to the system's nodal DoF is then used to seek the static or dynamic equilibrium configuration of the structure, under any given combination of external loads and constraints.
One-dimensional discretisation
The centrepiece of the proposed methodology is the homogeneous, 1D finite element denoted 'CABLE' available in Code_Aster, which was originally developed to simulate the mechanical behaviour of overhead electrical lines (Fl ejou, 2014) . This two-node element is a version of the classic 'bar' element, adapted to the large displacement context; this makes it suitable for representing highly compliant mooring lines.
As discussed above, bars are only one of many modelling possibilities: a simpler and widespread option for dynamic mooring modelling is the lumped mass with spring and damper connections, which requires higher mesh resolution. Whether this approach can be successfully implemented in Code_Aster remains to be investigated. On the opposite side, the next FE type in terms of complexity is the beam. Large-displacement beams are available in Code_Aster -which may be used to model mooring lines characterised by significant bending, torsional, or shear resistance -but have been shown to be prone to error accumulation when undergoing repeated large rotations. They also prove overcomplex when the mooring line's dominant mechanical resistance is axial: a beneficial feature of bar elements with respect to beams is in fact the halving of the global DoF at the nodes (rotational DoF are unassigned) which preserves computational efficiency.
It should be noted that the absence of rotational reactions which characterises the CABLE is a reasonable modelling hypothesis only for (2013) and Coulling et al. (2013). line types which oppose negligible resistance to bending and torsion. Whilst this is generally accepted for chains (Orcina, 2013) , the behaviour of less flexible lines operating at low tension such as short and stiff rope segments may not be accurately represented under this assumption, especially in the vicinity of rotational constraints. Focussing on bending and assuming a linear isotropic material and a constant line section, the classic beam theory provides the governing parameter which if large enough causes elastic behaviour, the segment's relative bending stiffness EI=L. This is defined by the material's Young's modulus E, the sectional bending inertia I, and the characteristic length of the segment L. In presence of a low (homogeneous) tension T, this term may no longer be marginal with respect to the contribution of geometric bending stiffness, which is proportional to TL and usually dominant in the reactive balance of a tensioned mooring line. The underlying assumption of bending-soft segments may be then written as EI=L≪TL.
Finite-element constitution
A CABLE finite element is defined as a straight segment of length l with a constant cross section of area A. The element's sections are supposed to be undeformable and to maintain a constant orientation in the local frame. Used in 3D space, a CABLE disposes of six nodal DoF in the global inertial system of reference, which correspond to the nodal translations q e ¼ ½q 1 n ; q 2 n ( Fig. 3) . Linear shape functions L are used to express the internal displacement vectorũ in the global frame as a function of the normalised axial position on the element, ξ ¼s=l, as
The mechanical tensors describing a system of interconnected cables can be obtained by applying the Lagrange equations and hence assembling the DoF-matched individual element contributions. No basis changes are necessary thanks to the purely translational constitution of this element type, which allows to write the kinematics directly in the common global frame.
Large displacements
The presence of large displacements, whether due to deformation or rigid-body kinematics, introduces a nonlinearity in solid mechanics, causing the classic linearised methods to lose their ability to accurately describe the displaced configuration of the structure. When the finiteelement method is used, writing the rotation kinematics is also more complex because large rotations in 3D space cannot be represented with a vector. They become in fact non-commutative and must be treated with more complex methods such Euler angles or quaternions (De Soza, 2014) . In the present model this only affects the support beam elements (see 3.3), since the rotations of the CABLE elements take place implicitly, following the nodal displacements.
Code_Aster treats large displacements with the updated Lagrangian method (UL) originally introduced by Bathe and Bolourchi (1979) , which operates a reactualisation of the structure's geometry at every Newton-Raphson iteration. Contrary to the classic static representation of matrices in linear solid mechanics, the assembled system matrices are continuously recalculated. An example application of the updated Lagrangian method to a 1D element is next given with reference to Fig. 4 . The structure's response is represented in the global inertial system of reference, O xyz , whilst the CABLE axial deformation takes place along s in the local frame Ps. We may define the initial, undeformed state of the element with the numeral 0, identifying an initial frame P 0S0 and an element length l 0 . It is then assumed that a new equilibrium must be found for the next instant in time, which is characterised by a different loading state. Let the configuration denoted with '1' be reached after a first Newton-Raphson iteration takes place. The new coordinate s 1 will then be associated to the internal strain of the element in the next iteration, whilst the local deformation is reset to zero as the new configuration with length l 1 becomes the reference geometry. The new reference stress state must naturally be nonzero to account for past strain in the definition of the element's geometric stiffness (De Soza, 2014) . The following Newton-Raphson iteration is carried out by recalculating the system tangent matrix in the new configuration, leading to the next displacement guess at 2. The procedure is repeated until convergence is achieved within the time step.
Seabed contact
The interaction of a mooring line with the seabed is a complex subject which interfaces structural and geotechnical engineering. The state-ofthe-art seabed theory proposes a combination of two non-linear dissipative phenomena for the representation of the reactive soil forces: lateral friction and uplift-repenetration resistance (Orcina, 2013) . A model of this type is expected to provide a representation of seabed interaction which is accurate enough for the assessment of the fatigue life of mooring segments located around the touchdown point, according to Randolph and Quiggin (2009) .
In the present study a smooth and rigid seabed model is used instead, which reduces contact to a reversible conservative phenomenon. Among the contact modelling options available in Code_Aster, this is the simplest and most robust. The introduction of dissipative contact is possible in Code_Aster and may be sought by further work; this will likely require the creation of shell elements to represent the seabed, and the assignment of Fig. 3 . CABLE element before and after application of nodal displacements. a master-slave hierarchy between the mooring line elements and said shells (see the relevant documentation by De Soza, 2015) .
Under the current hypotheses, the two variables governing surface contact are d, the clearance between the structure (e.g. a node) and the contact surface, and σ, the normal contact stress. The Hertz-SignoriniMoreau contact conditions are introduced (see for example Yastrebov, 2011):
The resulting unilateral contact law is then expressed as
which is satisfied in the domain visualised in Fig. 5 . The positive, semidefinite d-σ relationship found is non-univocal and is not differentiable in d ¼ σ ¼ 0: these features make it a non-trivial numerical implementation. Unilateral contact is introduced in the model as a constrained optimisation problem using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (Weisstein, 2015) , which are in practice applied to an arbitrary set of nodal DoF (Abbas, 2015) . On the user side, the unilateral boundary condition is imposed by applying an analytically defined inequality to the nodal displacements. When touch-down contact over a flat seabed located at z ¼ ÀH is considered, this assumes the form.
In the above expression Δz denotes the cumulated vertical displacement of a node over the simulation and z 0 its initial vertical coordinate.
Mooring line hydrodynamics
The Morison approach is employed in the form detailed next to compute the hydrodynamic forces on the lines by taking into account both the structure's motion and the wave kinematics. First, a simplification is made by disregarding the inertial wave forces: due to the small diameter of the mooring lines compared to the length of ocean waves, these are negligible with respect to viscous forces. The same modelling hypothesis is used by commercial mooring simulation software such as aNySIM (MARIN, 2011) . The Morison equation term associated to the fluid's added mass force is accounted for in reactive form with the procedure outlined in 2.4.2 and removed from the external loads. This leaves only drag in the Morison equation, which is computed as follows.
The mooring line is assimilated to a circular cylinder of equivalent volume whose diameter is D, the mooring line's volumetric diameter. An arbitrarily oriented orthonormal frame Pxỹz withx≡s, is assigned for the decomposition of velocity. Unit vectors i, j, and k define the directions of axesx,ỹ, andz in the global frame respectively; following from 2.1.1, let u denote the instantaneous position of a section and v the absolute flow velocity at the section's location in the fluid, the relative flow velocity is defined by w ¼ v À _ u. Subsequently the axial and normal components of vector w are, with respect to the element's frame, wx ¼ w⋅i; wỹ ¼ w⋅j; w~z ¼ w⋅k:
This enables the decomposition of the drag problem of a porous 1D body in 3D space such as a mooring chain. The axial drag force per unit length is written as
The transverse component of the relative velocity defined with
enters the computation of the normal drag force:
Note that the axial declination of this formula uses the same reference diameter as the normal one: this is customary in mooring analysis and requires a consistent choice of c (6) and (8) can also be written equivalently with reference to the nominal line diameter, which corresponds to the bar diameter for a mooring chain.
Viscous forces
Equations (6) and (8) represent the viscous drag forces, which dominate wave-structure interaction for slender bodies such as mooring lines, and enter the global EoM as a time-and displacement-dependent excitation term. Normal and axial drag forces are treated as distributed loads and their integral over the length of each element is approximated using the Gauss method. Using n Gauss points enables to compute force distributions up to the ð2n À 1Þ th order; in the present application, n ¼ 3 is used which should suffice to capture correctly the drag force variability over mooring segments of limited length. In order to do this, the local speed _ u is calculated at each of the Gauss points by interpolation between the extremity nodes, whilst v is obtained using the incident wave particle kinematics, providing the local drag force per unit length. The integration of the approximating polynomial times the element shape function finally yields the equivalent nodal forces, which enter the dynamic equilibrium equation after being reexpressed in the global system of reference.
Inertial forces
The inertial fluid reactions may play a significant role in determining a line's dynamic response since they contribute to the effective modal mass. For a standard steel chain, for example, added mass represents about a tenth of the normal modal mass. This is why the reactive part of the inertial hydrodynamic force is considered here by means of a lefthand side (LHS) added mass force. Based on the methods commonly employed by industrial software (e.g. MARIN, 2011; Orcina, 2013) , the axial-flow and normal-flow added masses of a slender mooring segment are respectively expressed with
This formula employs the volumetric acception of the added mass coefficient c a . The other defining parameters are water density, ρ w , and the segment volume ▽.
As it will be shown in 3.1, the hydrodynamic added mass is here summed to the mechanical mass of the cables by an increase of material density; this corresponds to assuming m tangential added mass ratio is in the order of 3 (see MARIN, 2011) . Fortunately, far from the fairlead excitation the dynamic displacements of pre-tensioned mooring chain segments take place mostly in the transverse direction, reflecting the low modes of a slender and axially stiff structure. It is therefore reasonable to calibrate c a on the normal added mass at the expense of the representation of axial fluid reaction.
Model set-up
Next are presented the user-side procedures which enable to carry out mooring simulations with Code_Aster. These start with the selection of an appropriate combination of physical parameters for the simultaneous representation of gravitational, buoyancy, structural inertial, and hydrodynamic added mass forces on the lines. Then the catenary laying procedure is explained, which initialises the mooring simulation. The representation of the floating platform with its rigid-body dynamics is also briefly outlined. Finally, an account is made of the selection of the time integration scheme.
Chain-equivalent element
In this type of model, Mooring chains need to be assimilated to homogeneous 1D elements. Their complex geometry and the presence of articulated joints (Fig. 6 ) translate in large longitudinal variations of the mechanical properties at the link scale. In order to correctly represent a mooring chain segment with a bar-type element, these attributes must be expressed in longitudinally averaged form.
A homogeneous CABLE element is defined by the material-specific quantities: E c and E À c , the Young's moduli associated to tension and compression, and the volumetric mass ρ c . The following geometrical quantities also concur in defining the element: A c , the element's sectional area, and l c , its span. Among these parameters, E À c is set to zero for a chain (see Orcina, 2013) , whilst l c is dictated by the input mesh for each element. To determine the remaining parameters, the modeller must pay attention to the following aspects:
Axial stiffness. The nominal axial stiffness found in the chain specifications, κ, must be respected by the equivalent cable element, that is
Inertial mass per unit length. Another catalogue parameter is ϱ, the chain's average mass per unit length. In order to assign the correct mass to the equivalent CABLE for the computation of inertial forces, one must satisfy ρ m A c ¼ ϱ, with ρ m denoting the chain material's density.
The above relations combined identify the equivalent cable's sectional area and Young's modulus as
Note that the quantities found with Equation (10) must be distinguished from the physical chain's geometric and material properties.
Since in the present implementation the reactive added mass force is approximated with an isotropic increase of inertial mass (see 2.4), an according correction on material density is introduced. Let ρ w be the water density and c a the volumetric added mass coefficient, the input equivalent CABLE density becomes
The corrected gravitational acceleration to be applied on the lines in the numerical simulation is obtained with
as demonstrated by Antonutti (2015) , which insures the representation of the correct weight force per unit length, inclusive of the buoyancy force.
Catenary laying
Finding the static equilibrium configuration of highly flexible structures such as offshore moorings is a known numerical challenge in finiteelement analysis (see for instance Webster, 1980) . If one excludes the pre-generation of the equilibrium geometry using catenary formulae, the above translates into finding a gravitationally loaded static equilibrium configuration with Code_Aster which is far removed from an arbitrarily chosen initial geometry. The strategy proposed here to solve this problem and initialise the mooring simulation is described next for a single mooring line.
Let F and A be the fairlead and anchor point, whose location in space is known. Assuming L, the unstretched mooring line length, as input, a convenient starting geometry is obtained by breaking the mooring line into two straight segments 2 AK and KF lying in the vertical plane which contains A and F, with
This defines the initial configuration Ω I shown in Fig. 7 . The target static equilibrium configuration Ω S also appears in the Figure. From the starting state Ω I , the quasi-static solver available in Code_Aster cannot approach Ω S through a sequence of quasi-static solutions with increasing excitation, since the equilibrium geometryneglecting elastic deformation -is the same for any magnitude of the gravitational forcing. In the case of catenary laying the system must find the equilibrium state mostly by rigid-body displacement. Unfortunately, quasi-free rigid-body motion is characterised by a singular tangent stiffness matrix, which makes the problem untractable with the quasistatic solver. In such cases, using the dynamic solver permits to reestablish the equilibrium between internal and external forces thanks to the contribution of inertia (and damping) to the tangent matrix.
Introducing inertia alone stabilises the calculation, but cannot provide the motion decay required to attain Ω S : a source of dissipation is needed to remove the potential energy differential between Ω I and Ω S from the system. This is achieved with the introduction of a controlled Fig. 6 . Studlink chain geometry. Fig. 7 . Initial controlled geometry before catenary laying (black dots) and target equilibrium geometry (grey dashes).
2 Defining the initial mooring line geometry as a set of straight lines in space is functional to both mesh generation and the imposition of the unilateral contact laws of 2.3 in analytical form. amount of Rayleigh damping. After imposing the gravitational load, clump boundary conditions in F and A, and the seabed contact condition, a decaying dynamic simulation with near-critical damping may be obtained. Such a simulation generally leads to a satisfactory approximation of Ω S in a few tens of seconds simulation time. At the end, a one-step static simulation is run using Ω S as input, in order to eliminate any spurious dynamic effect; its output, Ω 0 ¼ Ωðt 0 Þ, is used to initialise the subsequent simulations of physical interest.
Floating platform geometry and dynamics
Studying the mechanics of a complete FWT mooring system requires to link the fairlead points to simulate the presence of the floater. A rigid platform model is presently utilised for this sake, which consists in a set of massless, undeformable beam elements (see Fl ejou, 2015 ; for a description of beam elements in Code_Aster) each connecting a fairlead to the platform pivoting point.
First, a motion-driven approach is proposed: the platform hydromechanics are solved with EDF R&D's time-domain simulator CALHYPSO (see Antonutti et al., 2016 ; for a description of this software), which provides the six-DoF motion response signals. These are applied within Code_Aster as a time-dependent boundary condition located on the platform reference node. In this case the feedback loop between platform dynamics and the dynamic component of the mooring system's response is not represented (see for instance Ormberg and Larsen, 1998) . In qualitative terms, the severity of this limitation is proportional to the relative size of the mooring system with respect to the floater, which is governed by water depth (DNV, 2013b; Lin, 2015) . The dynamically uncoupled approach used in this study seeks to contain the retroaction inaccuracy through the use of a quasi-static, nonlinear mooring model in CALHYPSO, but cannot include any dynamic mooring retroactions (such as additional dampening of platform motions).
If the platform dynamics are not imposed and need instead to resolved independently by Code_Aster in a coupled simulation, a rigid hydromechanical floating structure model is introduced in the FE environment. This is done by lumping the aggregate structure mass and hydrostatic stiffness tensors defined at the floating structure's equilibrium, M and K h , onto a 6-DoF punctual (0D) element (see Fl ejou, 2013) , where the incident wave excitation fðtÞ is also applied. Only harmonic (regular wave) simulations can be organised with this method, since the convolution treatment of aharmonic wave radiation forces is unavailable. By assuming that motion is monochromatic and that its frequency equals that of the incident wave, ω, these forces may be represented in the LHS by assigning frequency-independent, linear added mass and damping tensors to the above defined 0D element, AðωÞ and BðωÞ, based on the outputs of the frequency-domain radiation calculation. 3 Finally, the hull drag forces are imposed on the structure using an extra set of rigidly connected massless beams and the method of 2.4.1. Please refer to Section 5 for a definition of the labels used for the different dynamic approaches in the following.
Numerical damping
Dynamic mooring analyses aim to precisely represent low frequencies (wave excitation and mooring line modes) and tend to be affected by parasitic high-frequency oscillations caused by the system nonlinearities. This is a common problem in structural mechanics, often addressed via controlled numerical damping. In particular, Hilber et al. (1977) proposed a dissipative time integration scheme of the Newmark family, commonly referred to as HHT, which introduces low numerical damping in the low-frequency band and high damping at high frequency, thereby allowing to stabilise the simulation.
For the above reasons, the HHT integration scheme is recommended for the dynamic treatment of CABLE elements in Code_Aster, especially in the presence of contact shocks (Fl ejou, 2014; Greffet, 2011) . In the applications presented in Section 5, a viable value of the numerical damping parameter was chosen by gradually increasing its magnitude until the fairlead tension, the reference output signal, became free of high-frequency noise.
Validation cases
Static validation cases for the presented Code_Aster workflow are provided by Antonutti (2015) . Next, the focus will be placed on dynamic mooring simulation with reference to the DeepCwind-OC4 basin tests. Among the variety of loading cases presented in Masciola et al. (2013) , it is here chosen to model the subset for which the authors provide experimental fairlead tension data. This corresponds to six regular wave scenarios (here denoted with letters B to G) plus an irregular wave case. Another low-energy regular wave scenario (A) is reproduced from Coulling et al. (2013) . In these tests, wavetrains of varying properties are sent over the structure in the negative X direction (consistently with Fig. 2) ; this campaign is focussed on highly energetic sea states, representing extreme oceanic conditions, which should help bring out the dynamic features of the mooring system. Tables 1 and 2 define the loading cases considered, using full-scale dimensions.
The regular waves used to excite the structure are moderately steep, causing them to fall into the 2 nd order Stokes field of the classic wave theory classification (see Le M ehaut e, 1976) . A relatively low peak enhancement factor, equalling 2.2, is used in the irregular wave case following the experiments carried out at MARIN. Note that the intensity of the highest wave conditions considered reaches levels which are typical of 50-year return period oceanic conditions, which are used as the (minimum) ultimate limit state reference by mainstream floating wind standards by ABS (2013), BV (2015) , and DNV (2013a).
Numerical model parameters
The reference study compares experimental and numerical outputs at the full scale, which is also adopted here. The geometric parameters of the OC4 floater (see Fig. 2 ) are given in Table 3 . The aggregated mass and inertia properties of the floating system are provided in Table 4 . Since all the considered loading cases feature a parked turbine, which intervenes in the model as a rigid onboard mass, it is not necessary to reproduce the wind turbine particulars in greater detail.
The mooring system geometry is identical to that presented for the full-scale DeepCwind turbine in Robertson et al. (2014) , designed for a water depth of 200 m and readily described with the parameters of Table 5 . The physical model's mooring chain properties, brought to full scale, are provided with Table 6 .
The reported drag coefficients are assigned based on the values proposed by MARIN (2011) for standard (full-scale) chains, whilst the volumetric added mass coefficient is set to unit consistently with Masciola et al. (2013) . The gravitational equilibrium requirement is satisfied by countering the undisturbed mooring line weight with an equal vertical force applied at each fairlead. This reintroduces the need to represent the stabilising effect of the mooring system weight with a corresponding gravitational correction in the computation of K h , which employs a height of the centre of gravity over the keel of 9.743 m.
Results and discussion
A comparison of the outputs of the simulations carried out with Code_Aster and the MARIN experiments is presented next. The modelling strategies are denoted as follows:
CALHYPSO. The rigid-body hydromechanical simulation is carried out with the CALHYPSO software, where the mooring forces are calculated with the quasi-static method. Code_Aster (1). The coupled dynamics of the system are calculated with the dynamic moorings model. Code_Aster (2A). The platform motions are derived with CALHYPSO as above and subsequently imposed to the dynamic moorings model (motion-driven simulation). Code_Aster (2B). Equivalent to Code_Aster (2A), neglecting the incident wave kinematics in the calculation of mooring drag forces.
For regular waves, both the motion and the fairlead tension outputs are given in the response amplitude operator form (RAO), using the maxima and minima of the steady-state response signal. Whereas this is in principle a linear dynamic analysis procedure, it is here extended to represent the range of oscillation of cyclical outputs. In this context it should be noted that whilst motion signals closely follow sinusoidal waveforms, mooring tensions exhibit significant distortion.
Where irregular waves are concerned, the power spectral density (PSD) of the quantities of interest is presented. This is calculated for a stationary regime of 2-h duration. Provided that the highest natural period of the structure, that of surge motion, is in the order of 100 s, more than 50 resonant surge cycles are allowed. Considering this feature, and that the input energy is located at smaller periods, 2 h seem sufficient to capture the variability of the stochastic processes involved. In-plane motions (surge, heave, pitch) are the only rigid-body DoF excited.
Regular waves
As commonly found in slack-moored offshore structures, surge amplitude increases with the oscillation period. Similar response operators are found for the two different wave heights examined. In this DoF, the outputs of CALHYPSO and Code_Aster are close to equivalent, showing the limited effect of mooring dynamics on platform motion in this particular case. With reference to the experiments, both models tend to underestimate response slightly, especially for T w ¼ 20 s where the error is in the order of 10%. A similar accuracy has been obtained in the reference study by modelling these cases with NREL's FAST .
The normalised dynamic response in heave is limited to a fraction of a unit at low periods, whilst at the near-resonant period of T w ¼ 20 s it exceeds unit. The heave DoF is also well predicted by both numerical models, which produce amplitude errors of a few percent points. It is once again at 20 s that the models err the most, showing however better performance than the FAST results reported by Coulling et al. (2013) . This may be explained by the explicit formulation of platform drag in the present models, taking into account the wave kinematics. This significantly contributes to exciting the structure vertically, which does not happen in the referenced FAST simulation where the drag model is only reactive. Said thesis is reinforced by the model-to-model comparison provided by Masciola et al. (2013) .
Pitch appears to be a more problematic DoF to be simulated in this case. CALHYPSO mostly underestimates pitch response across the studied range, with an error pattern closely resembling that of the simulation outputs published by Coulling et al. (2013) . In all cases but A and B, the explicit inclusion of mooring dynamics enabled by Code_Aster seems to positively affect the accuracy of the simulated platform response. Once again, the system dynamics at the wave period of T w ¼ 20 s appear to be particularly sensitive to the modelling approach. For pitch, this is likely to be an effect of the proximity of the semi-submersible platform's excitation suppression point, which reduces the effect on response of the inertial wave excitation, dominant elsewhere, thereby exalting the importance of secondary hydrodynamic force systems.
The measured and predicted fairlead tensions in regular waves are shown in Fig. 9 . A first and most striking, if unsurprising, observation is that the quasi-static representation of CALHYPSO severely underestimates the tension variance across the entire set of cases. All dynamic mooring model outputs provide a more accurate estimate of the 13919 Column centre-to-centre spacing [m] 50.0 Diameter of central column [m] 6.5 Diameter of upper offset column [m] 12.0 Diameter of lower offset column [m] 24.0 Height of lower offset column [m] 6.0 Bracing diameter [m] 1.6 835.5 tension RAOs, both for the upwave fairlead F1 and the downwave fairlead F2, and exceed the performance of the dynamic mooring simulations presented in Masciola et al. (2013) , which underpredict the response amplitude. The best performance is provided by the coupled dynamic simulation, 'Code_Aster (1)', with the exception of downwave tension at 20 s (D, G) which is better predicted by the motion-driven approach. Accuracy seems to deteriorate for larger wave heights, as observable from period-matched case pairs such as B, E. The root cause may be sought in the extra tuning required by the chain drag coefficients (governing the dynamic mooring effects at high energy), which are currently static and calibrated at the full scale. Another possible cause may be the absence of potential, 2nd order hydrodynamic excitation (wave drift forces) in the present numerical models. The three dynamic modelling approaches presented exhibit good mutual agreement with the exception of the downwave line tension for T w ¼ 20 s. In this case the coupled simulation provides a tension RAO which is around 75%-80% of the motion-driven one, possibly due to the differing pitch responses obtained by CALHYPSO and Code_Aster (1), as already seen in Fig. 8c . Further work will be required to clarify the system's dynamics at this particularly sensitive period.
The motion-driven output tensions obtained by neglecting the incident wave kinematics are shown to slightly undershoot the standard motion-driven results -by up to 8% in the worst case. This result is used to justify the use of approach 'Code_Aster (2B)' in the following to simulate the mooring dynamics under irregular waves (irregular wave kinematics are not implemented in Code_Aster yet).
Finally, in terms of impact of modelling choices on mooring design, it is worth noticing that for this particular floating system the quasi-static approach severely underestimates tension ranges virtually in all wave conditions from low-energy (more frequent) to high-energy (less frequent). This underscores the need for dynamic mooring simulation for robust mooring line dimensioning for both fatigue and ultimate limit states.
Irregular waves
CALHYPSO is used here to compute the DeepCwind FWT motion response under the irregular wave case defined in Table 2 . Verifying the correct prediction of its dynamic response features is a required passage before tackling the analysis of the dynamic fairlead tensions obtained with Code_Aster. In order to facilitate the interpretation of the output spectra, the uncoupled natural frequencies of the floater and of the undisturbed mooring lines are provided in Table 7 . The latter are calculated with the method described in Wilson (2003) , based on the transverse-excitation modes of offshore mooring lines, and disregarding the hydrodynamic added mass.
The PSD of motion in the three excited DoF is provided with Fig. 10 , where the experimental results are available only for the translational DoF.
The surge motion spectrum is bimodal, with two distinct response peaks descending from the first-order and second-order (drag) hydrodynamic excitation on the platform; both peaks exhibit good agreement with the measurements. It is important to remark that satisfactory resonant response in surge is here obtained numerically without the inclusion of potential-flow, difference-frequency forces. As it was also observed during the VALEF2 project, the representation of hull drag forces on a position-updated basis introduces a low-frequency forcing which can dominate the excitation of the surge mode, depending on the type of structure studied. In light of this, the underprediction of resonant response in surge by the numerical model utilised in Masciola et al. (2013) may be due to the missing actualisation of the Morison elements following the platform's displacements.
Heave response in the wave frequency band is also well represented by the numerical model, whilst the adjacent peak which identifies resonant motion -excited by both inertial and viscous wave forces -is slightly less well captured: whilst the excess motion amplitude may be due to insufficient vertical dissipation in the model, the slight natural frequency mismatch is likely due to the numerical added mass deficit on the platform's slender elements, modelled with the Morison approach.
Using the motion time histories as input, the motion-driven simulation performed with the 'Code_Aster (2B)' method provides the fairlead tension spectra displayed in Fig. 11 . Only the experimental spectrum of the upwave fairlead is available for comparison.
Both spectra are trimodal, with a low-frequency peak governed by the resonant surge response of the platform, a broader wave frequency peak and a high-frequency tail. The dynamically simulated spectrum matches the experimental observations, net of the spectral noise caused at high frequency by the constant block averaging resolution chosen for the postprocessing. Mainly due to the angled geometry of the downwave mooring lines with respect to the in-plane motion of the platform, the dynamic component of the simulated tension is much lower than in the upwave line.
An important limitation of the present comparison consists in the random phases chosen to translate the input wave spectrum into a timedomain signal. A more rigorous numerical representation of the experiments could be carried out by matching the basin test phases; unfortunately, these are unknown. Whilst the first-order dynamic response is unaffected by phasing, response related to nonlinear processes combining different harmonics is linked to the specific phase set in the realisation (see for instance Roald et al., 2013) . Due to missing information regarding the spectral realisation of the basin tests (phases and duration of experiment), the phasing issue is not addressed in the present study.
In terms of tension prediction, the performance of the quasi-static moorings model included in CALHYPSO is satisfactory only at low frequency. In the wave frequency band and above this model severely underestimates the tension range, especially at the upwave fairlead. This is an expected outcome of the use of the quasi-static catenary representation of mooring forces in a highly dynamic simulation. Although the first natural mode of the mooring lines sits in the vicinity of the first-order excitation peak, a sensitivity analysis (not included) permitted to determine that drag rather then inertia is the dominant process causing tension magnification in this band, which is not captured with the quasistatic approach. This is a known feature of catenary mooring systems in limited water depth.
Both tension spectra obtained with Code_Aster contain significant high-frequency energy, due to the mechanical nonlinearities of the mooring system and a possible excitation of the second transverse mode of the lines (see Table 7 ). This prediction is confirmed by the available experimental spectrum. The broad frequency spreading of this response feature may be explained with the parametric line behaviour related to the low-frequency variation of tension and suspended length caused by platform motion.
Conclusion and further work
For the first time Code_Aster, the open-source mechanical analysis software developed by EDF R&D, has been used to simulate offshore mooring dynamics. A successful application to the floating wind technology is included in the present work. After the presentation of the methodological choices, hinging on the 1D finite-element representation of slender and compliant structures and unilateral contact, it has been shown that appropriate model set-up and initialisation permit to handle the hydromechanics of catenary moorings with this general-purpose tool.
A range of dynamic simulations has been performed and compared with experimental results available in the literature. The model has been shown to satisfactorily predict the coupled platform-moorings dynamics of a FWT in regular waves. In particular, the dynamic fairlead tensions are well represented, albeit with seemingly decreasing accuracy as the wave height is increased. A motion-driven simulation has also been carried out, representing the system's dynamics under irregular waves, and compared with experimental observations from the literature. Once again the fairlead tensions are correctly predicted by Code_Aster. The computational cost of the presented method is relatively moderate, as a high-energy 2-h sea state takes six to 7 h to run on a desktop machine.
It has been shown that all the constituents of dynamic tension response (low-frequency, wave frequency, and high-frequency) are captured by the numerical solution, suggesting that the model correctly reproduces the main physical processes at play on the lines. Accuracy may be improved by further work: for instance, additional calibration efforts may be sought in the future, perhaps by complementing the modelling workflow with reduced-scale analyses.
A side observation can also be made based on the comparison of the experiments with the different numerical models employed: nonlinear mooring line hydrodynamics (drag) govern the fairlead tension variance, most dramatically so in high-energy sea states. In these conditions a quasi-static model cannot even predict the correct order of magnitude of the tension oscillations, as already pointed out in the past by authors (e.g. Hall and Goupee (2015) ) dealing with the same case study. Unlike in conventional floating offshore applications, dynamic (or at least drag-augmented quasi-static) mooring analysis seems to be strictly necessary to produce a reliable floating wind system design.
A more thorough verification of the capabilities of the Code_Aster model will require the evaluation of the behaviour of different platform and mooring system combinations, especially considering that the presented case uses a relatively large floater concept with a conventional slack mooring system. Considering the current trends in FWT technology, priority may be placed on the implementation of fibre rope behaviour (especially with respect to nonlinear stiffness characteristics) and on the verification of taut/tensioned system simulation. The implementation of higher-order wave forcing on the platform in the calculation chain should also permit to ascertain their influence on the system's dynamic response, especially considering that the low-frequency motions and tensions obtained here seem to match the experiments although no second-order potential hydrodynamics are represented. A further step may consist in dynamically linking the finite-element solver to CALHYPSO to enable fully coupled mechanical simulations. In the future, platform hydroelasticity may also be treated using this approach.
The inclusion of turbine loads, already possible with the motiondriven approach, should be used for further investigations. These will provide key insights on the frequency ranges excited in fully characterised operational states, where turbine thrust drives platform offset and hence the peak mooring tensions. Also, the cyclical loading from the turbine is expected to bear a minor impact on mooring line fatigue.
In its current form, the presented Code_Aster-based dynamic moorings model has become part of EDF R&D offshore mechanics calculation chain and has already been used for concept verification and classification; it has been employed by the utility to evaluate FWT mooring arrangements of different complexity, in the context of the Group's calls for tenderswhere solutions by MODEC, IDEOL, and other applicants were analysedand of joint industry project Vertiwind. Further developments may be directed toward coefficient calibration, a more detailed representation of the seabed interaction and of the fluid-structure interaction, and a generalisation of the types of mooring components tractable (ropes, buoys, etc.). In particular, finite elements of higher complexity (beams) may be used for the representation of less flexible 1D equipment such as umbilical cables, provided that a reliable large-displacement behaviour be implemented.
Once the remaining building blocks of the presented aero-hydromooring model will be in place and validated, standard mooring verification cycles may be run: line tension maxima detected over the entire DLC set will be compared with the minimum breaking loads of the lines to verify the compliance of any configuration with the standards; rainfall counting post-treatment routines will enable fatigue life estimates on the basis of suitable reduced load case lists.
